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The program helps you to keep a record of all your items and
lets you add details about the items, such as description,

location, color, and so on. With Attic Manager you will never
forget where you stored your money, electronic devices,

guns, tools, clothes, even your most valuable jewelry. The
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program allows you to export the information you have added
to a CSV or.TXT file. You can use the file to analyze your

data or just open it with a spreadsheet program to make
further modifications. While a detailed list of the program's
features is beyond the scope of this review, we would like to
highlight a few additional features that make Attic Manager
stand out from the competition. Free application: Like all

other programs in this review, Attic Manager is available for
free. The program comes with a small installer package, but
the user interface is completely independent of it and thus
will work on all operating systems (Windows, Mac, and

Linux). The program comes with a small installer package,
but the user interface is completely independent of it and thus

will work on all operating systems (Windows, Mac, and
Linux). Offline installation: You can add new items and

locations without an Internet connection, which makes the
application ideal for offline use. You can add new items and
locations without an Internet connection, which makes the

application ideal for offline use. Image import: Attic
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Manager supports image importing, which means you can
import pictures directly from your computer or any other
external device. You can rotate, crop, and resize images to

your liking before adding them to the inventory. Attic
Manager supports image importing, which means you can
import pictures directly from your computer or any other
external device. You can rotate, crop, and resize images to

your liking before adding them to the inventory. Task-based
interface: Attic Manager has a task-based interface, which
means that every time you add a new item or location, you

are prompted for information about it, such as name,
description, serial number, address, etc. Attic Manager has a
task-based interface, which means that every time you add a

new item or location, you are prompted for information
about it, such as name, description, serial number, address,
etc. Lists: You can add as many lists as you want and apply
different settings to each one. For example, you can set a
different location for electronics, guns, clothes, and so on.

You can add
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Attic Manager Crack (April-2022)

- Add, edit and delete items with barcodes - Deal with
multiple locations - Search for items - Print items - Free up

hard drive space Attic Manager 2022 Crack is a small
software application developed specifically for helping you

make an inventory of your assets. The tool allows you to keep
track of unlimited number of locations (e.g. house, flat,

garage, business office) and sub-locations (e.g. room, attic,
basement, closet, box). Straightforward design The program
reveals a well-structured suite of features. A help manual is
embedded in the package and provides useful information

about the configuration process. You can check out a list with
all items included in a specific location or sub-location

directly in the main window, and view detailed information
about each one, such as description, quantity, serial number,
color, and location. You may also switch to a thumbnail view

mode. Set up locations and store items in a database
Configuring a new location can be done by providing
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information about the name, assigning an icon, entering
custom notes or descriptions, as well as inserting a user-

defined image from your computer. When it comes to adding
a new item in the database, you can specify details about the
name, quantity, color, comment, serial number, barcode, year
of production, warranty data, value, and insurance number.

Plus, you can import photos, which can be cropped and
rotated to different angles, and add custom notes for a

specific date. What’s more, you are allowed to move items
between locations, clone items, delete records from the list

(while having the possibility to recover them from the
integrated Recycle Bin), print the information, back up the
database to a file on your disk so you can recover it on the
fly, export data to CSV or plain text file format, as well as

import the information from Quicken Home Inventory. Tests
have pointed out that Attic Manager carries out a task quickly

and without errors. It does not eat up a lot of CPU and
memory resources so the overall performance of the

computer is not affected. Final remarks To sum things up,
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Attic Manager comes bundled with several handy features for
helping you create a database with all the stuff you have in
multiple locations. It can be configured by less experienced
users and professionals alike. KEYMACRO Description: -

Add, edit and delete items with barcodes - Deal with multiple
locations - Search for 1d6a3396d6
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Attic Manager 

Bake a complete database of your inventory with the help of
Attic Manager. Attic Manager is a free utility program for
Windows XP/Vista/7 and it allows you to keep track of
unlimited number of locations and sub-locations. The
program reveals a well-structured suite of features. A help
manual is embedded in the package and provides useful
information about the configuration process. You can check
out a list with all items included in a specific location or sub-
location directly in the main window, and view detailed
information about each one, such as description, quantity,
serial number, color, and location. You may also switch to a
thumbnail view mode. Set up locations and store items in a
database. Configuring a new location can be done by
providing information about the name, assigning an icon,
entering custom notes or descriptions, as well as inserting a
user-defined image from your computer. When it comes to
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adding a new item in the database, you can specify details
about the name, quantity, color, comment, serial number,
barcode, year of production, warranty data, value, and
insurance number. Plus, you can import photos, which can be
cropped and rotated to different angles, and add custom notes
for a specific date. What’s more, you are allowed to move
items between locations, clone items, delete records from the
list (while having the possibility to recover them from the
integrated Recycle Bin), print the information, back up the
database to a file on your disk so you can recover it on the
fly, export data to CSV or plain text file format, as well as
import the information from Quicken Home Inventory. Tests
have pointed out that Attic Manager carries out a task quickly
and without errors. It does not eat up a lot of CPU and
memory resources so the overall performance of the
computer is not affected. Key Features: * Straightforward
design. * Inventory database setup is quick and easy. *
Intelligent search function. * User-defined categories. *
Assign categories and descriptions for all items. * Add photos
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to items. * Import items from Quicken Home Inventory. *
Add notes to items. * Locate items on the map. * Change the
size of pictures to view them in more detail. * Animate the
map. * Export/Import data to CSV or text files. * View,
change and backup the current list. * View serial numbers,
values, and cost. * Show

What's New in the Attic Manager?

• Attic Manager helps you create a database with all the stuff
you have in multiple locations. • The software comes with
several useful features for assisting you in keeping track of
all your stuff. • No installation is necessary. • Easily manage
a large number of locations and sub-locations. • Full help
manual included. • Detailed information about every item. •
Browse through the list in a thumbnail or detailed view. •
Import images to locations and view details. • Move items
between locations. • Clone items. • Delete record from the
list. • Export database to CSV or plain text file format. •
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Import database from Quicken Home Inventory. • Print the
information. • Back up your database. • User-defined
database photos are supported. • Rotate images to different
angles. • You can enter custom notes or descriptions for a
specific date. • Configure the program to your preferences.
The version 4 of Attic Manager is a small software
application developed specifically for helping you make an
inventory of your assets. The tool allows you to keep track of
unlimited number of locations (e.g. house, flat, garage,
business office) and sub-locations (e.g. room, attic, basement,
closet, box). Straightforward design The program reveals a
well-structured suite of features. A help manual is embedded
in the package and provides useful information about the
configuration process. You can check out a list with all items
included in a specific location or sub-location directly in the
main window, and view detailed information about each one,
such as description, quantity, serial number, color, and
location. You may also switch to a thumbnail view mode. Set
up locations and store items in a database Configuring a new
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location can be done by providing information about the
name, assigning an icon, entering custom notes or
descriptions, as well as inserting a user-defined image from
your computer. When it comes to adding a new item in the
database, you can specify details about the name, quantity,
color, comment, serial number, barcode, year of production,
warranty data, value, and insurance number. Plus, you can
import photos, which can be cropped and rotated to different
angles, and add custom notes for a specific date. What’s
more, you are allowed to move items between locations,
clone items, delete records from the list (while having the
possibility to recover them from the integrated Recycle Bin),
print the information, back up the database to a file on your
disk so you can recover it on the fly, export data to CSV or
plain text file format, as well as
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 10 64-bit Processor: Dual Core
CPU Memory: 2GB RAM Graphics: DirectX 11 compatible
DirectX: Version 11 Network: Broadband internet connection
Storage: 700 MB available space Additional Notes:
Controller Interfaces: Wireless Controller: XBox 360
Wireless Controller USB Controller: USB Gamepad/XBox
360 Wireless Controller HDMI Controller: Xbox One (A/V
Cable) Bluetooth Controller: Windows 10 Bluetooth
Gamepad (
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